Nanoscale dynamic behavior of surface magnetic domains on a La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 thin film.
An oscillating magnetic tip can be used to induce the striped magnetic ripple pattern with alternating up-and-down striped magnetic domains on a ferromagnetic La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) thin film surface. Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) images show that the surface magnetic domains (SMDs) can be aligned in a well-ordered alternating up-and-down c(2 x 2) structure on the stripe magnetic domains, indicating that the oscillating magnetic tip turns the ferromagnetic LSMO surface into a canted antiferromagnetic state. The orientation of the SMDs is determined by their discrete phase distribution. A three-dimensional (3D) SMD orientation model is built to understand dynamic behavior of the SMDs.